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This reinspection process under the AHERA rules states that a school building must be reinspected by an accredited inspector at least every three years. The results of the reinspection are reported in these documents.
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REINSPECTION SUMMARY

Asbestos-containing 9" x 9" vinyl floor tile and presumed asbestos-containing (PAC) floor tile mastic are present on the Main Floor Boy’s and Girl’s Locker Room landings. The CAB in the Boys and Girls Locker Rooms is now covered with reinforced fiberglass and is still exposed on the upper North wall of the East Gymnasium; no damage to the CAB was noted.
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PBS Environmental
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Project No. 63601.00
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Known or suspected asbestos-containing building materials are listed below in order of hazard priority. The priorities are established by the Accredited Inspector(s) and Accredited Management Planner(s), and are based on the assessments. A material may be listed more than once if its location varies and if the assessment criteria also dramatically changes.

1. MATERIAL  9"x 9: Vinyl Floor Tile and Adhesive  
   LOCATION Throughout locker room landings  
   CATEGORY Low Concern  
   Tested Positive ACBM with potential for damage.

2. MATERIAL  12"x 12: Vinyl Floor Tile and Adhesive  
   LOCATION Throughout hallways of main gymnasium floor  
   CATEGORY Low Concern  
   Tested Positive ACBM with potential for damage.

3. MATERIAL  Cement Asbestos Board  
   LOCATION Locker rooms and upper North wall of the East gymnasium  
   CATEGORY Low Concern  
   Nonfriable presumed ACBM
Gymnasium Annex

PRIORITY NO. 1

MATERIAL 9”x 9” Vinyl Floor Tile and Mastic

LOCATION Boy’s and Girl’s locker Room Landings

DESCRIPTION Manufactured floor tiles typically 9” x 9” or 12” x 12”, composed of a dense vinyl matrix that often contains asbestos and is adhered to the substrate with a mastic that often contains asbestos.

QUANTITY Not quantified

SAMPLE RESULTS POSITIVE

ASSESSMENT Low Concern - Non friable

CURRENT DAMAGE Yes

UNDAMAGED AREA GOOD

FRIABILITY LOW

ACCESSIBILITY LOW

DAMAGE POTENTIAL MODERATE

DAMAGE TYPE Impact

DAMAGE CAUSE Age Impact

DISCUSSION Floor tiles and mastic pose a relatively low concern unless made friable through sanding, drilling, cutting, etc. Use of abrasive floor buffers should be avoided.

RESPONSE ACTIONS Preventative Measures Prior to Abatement
Continue to implement Operations & Maintenance Program.
Recommended Abatement Action
None required after enacting Preventative Measure.
Other Options – None suggested.
PRIORITY NO. 2

MATERIAL  12” x 12” Vinyl Floor Tile and Mastic

LOCATION  Throughout Main Floor Hallways

DESCRIPTION  Manufactured floor tiles typically 9” x 9” or 12” x 12”, composed of a dense vinyl matrix that often contains asbestos and is adhered to the substrate with a mastic that often contains asbestos.

QUANTITY  Not quantified

SAMPLE RESULTS  ASSUMED POSITIVE

ASSESSMENT  Low Concern - Non friable

CURRENT DAMAGE  Yes

UNDAMAGED AREA  GOOD

FRIABILITY  LOW

ACCESSIBILITY  LOW

DAMAGE POTENTIAL  MODERATE

DAMAGE TYPE  Impact

DAMAGE CAUSE  Age  Impact

DISCUSSION  Floor tiles and mastic pose a relatively low concern unless made friable through sanding, drilling, cutting, etc. Use of abrasive floor buffers should be avoided.

RESPONSE ACTIONS
Preventative Measures Prior to Abatement
Continue to implement Operations & Maintenance Program.
Recommended Abatement Action
None required after enacting Preventative Measure.
Other Options – None suggested.
PRIORITY NO. 3

MATERIAL Cement Asbestos Board

LOCATION Boy’s and Girl’s locker Rooms (now beneath reinforced fiberglass) and North upper wall of the East Gymnasium

DESCRIPTION
Manufactured cementitious sheets with asbestos fibers bound into the material’s matrix. The sheets were generally held in place with nails or screws.

QUANTITY Not quantified

SAMPLES TAKEN: None

ASSESSMENT
AHERA CLASSIFICATION Nonfriable suspected ACBM

CONCERN CATEGORY Low Concern

CURRENT DAMAGE None

UNDAMAGED AREA Good

FRIABILITY Low

ACCESSIBILITY Low

DAMAGE POTENTIAL Low

DAMAGE TYPE

DAMAGE CAUSE

DISCUSSION
The material presents a relatively low concern in its current condition. Avoid activities that may impact this material.

RESPONSE ACTIONS
Preventative Measures Prior to Abatement
Continue to implement Operations & Maintenance Program.
Recommended Abatement Action
None required after enacting preventative measures.
Other Options – None suggested.
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